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EXCITING NEWS!!!!    

*Bring a Friend week is Sept 9-

12th!!!  If someone you bring 

registers for our season you 

receive a $25 Credit on your 

account!!  Bring your friends and 

show them how much fun dance 

is!!! The Form is online and must 

be signed by your friends’ parent 

for them to participate in class!! 

Please be aware, your friend 

might not end up in your class, 

they will be placed in their correct 

level!!! 

Tuition                                                                         

Please remember that tuition is 

due the first class of the month 

and then is late after the 8th of 

the month,   At that point late 

fees will be added automatically  

on the 9th to your account . 

 

Dancer of the Month is… Ashlyn 

Boone!! Ashlyn has been so eager 

and motivated in class.  She works 

incredibly hard and is a sweetheart 

to everyone around her.  Just with 

the first month of classes Ashlyn has 

shown growth in the execution of 

choreography and her technique!! 

Keep up the hard work!! 

Class Changes                                                          

There will still be some changes 

to the schedule this month, both 

for classes that are too full and 

for classes that have low 

enrollment.  It is hard for me to 

tell where the issues are with 

classes conflicting until people 

register, and this is a busy month.  

If there are less than 6 kids in a 

class, it will be canceled. Thank 

you for your patience with this 

process.  All changes that need to 

be made will be done by the end 

of September. 
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Our Rising Stars for this 

month are: 

Kinley Conley 

Anika White 

Averie Drennan   

We see these kids rising to do 

wonderful things, their effort 

from the start has been 

tremendous! Keep an eye on 

these ones!! 
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